Cultura-The Euro

Answer the following questions regarding the Euro which are from the link found within your "Cultura" task. You will see some of this culture material again in your test.

1. For how many countries in Europe is the euro the currency?
2. Describe some of the designs on the bank notes.
3. What do the red coins for Spain show?
4. What do the yellow coins for Spain show?
5. What is on one side of the 1 Euro coin and what is on the other?
6. When did the euro enter the daily life of participating Europeans?
7. When were national currency notes and coins effectively withdrawn from circulation?
8. Can one spend the different national euro coins outside the country of origin, for example French euro coins in Italy?
9. Can I still exchange my old national currency notes and coins, and how?
10. What inspired the "Euro symbol?"
11. What currency did the euro replace in Spain?